
Character Sheet	!
Emotions: Conniving and Trepidation	!
Name: Caitlyn Collins	!
Age: 23	!
Hair: long, brown	!
Eyes: green	!
Body type: thin	!
Skin: white	!
Personality: Scornful, Withdrawn, Prudent, Uptight	!
Caitlyn grew up at an orphanage. The conditions she lived in were dicy at 
best. She was often relentlessly bullied by the other kids, leading to her 
aggressively fighting back and getting in trouble for it. As she grew older, she 
became jealous and spiteful toward the upper class, feeling as if they were 
rubbing her poverty in her face. She fell into a life of crime and acquired a 
heavy arrest record. In jail she ended up being further abused. Now she is 
both resentful and highly fearful of others, and tries hard to assure that she 
goes unnoticed so as to avoid further abuse. She earns a living by stealing 
from the wealthy upper class of society.	!
Caitlyn is often surrounded by the shadier members of society, both in and 
out of prison. She has not established any relationships due to her mistrust 
and fear of others. Practically everyone who has spoken to her has called her 
spiteful and withdrawn. She is not much more relaxed when she is alone, 
since she is constantly terrified that someone might sneak up on her and hurt 
her further.	!



Caitlyn's major goal revolves around making enough money to leave 
everyone behind and to live alone in peace.	!
Flaws: unsociable, untrusting	!
Strengths: independent, strong-willed	!
Appeal: Her tragic story makes people feel pity toward her. There are some 
who want to see this broken girl fixed and live a normal life.	!!!
Self Critique	!
During the arm stretch, the arm movement is shaky and not as smooth as it 
could be. My character would have benefitted from more exaggeration of the 
facial expressions so that her devious smile in the beginning and her fearful 
expression at the end were more noticeable. There is a slight rapid movement 
of the right leg at the end that could be fixed. In terms of what I did well, I 
made sure to keep most of the body moving (even if there was no large 
movement) to take away a robotic feel. Again, my animation would be better 
if I had more exaggerated movement.	


